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CS2903AG 1-58 AND CS2903AG2-58 TELEPHONE SETS 

IDENTIFICATION AND MAINTENANCE 

1. GENERAL 

1.01 This section contains information on the 
CS2903AG1-58 and CS2903AG2-58 (Fig. 1) 

DESIGN LINE® decorator telephone (Big Button 
phone). 

1.02 This section is being reissued to add the 
CS2903AG2-58 telephone set. Revision arrows 

are used to emphasize the more significant changes. 

1.03 Telephone sets having "CS" (CS2903AG1-58 
or •cS2903AG2-58•) in their apparatus code 

do not include telephone company-owned compo
nents. They are for sale to the customer in their en
tirety (the housing as well as the transmission and 
signaling components). 

Fig. 1 -•CS2903AG 1-58 or CS2903AG2-58 DESIGN LINE 
Decorator Telephone Set• 

2. IDENTIFICATION 

2.01 The CS2903AG1-58 and •CS2903AG2-58. 
(white) telephone sets are DESIGN LINE dec

orator telephones f ea tu ring a large button dial key 
pad that occupies the complete top surface of the 
base. tThe buttons are imprinted with graphics of 
four colors that shade in array from yellow to rust 
(CS2903AG1-58) or green to blue (CS2903AG2-58) .• 
The set contains an electronic dial-network circuit to 
provide TOUCH-TONE® dialing. They also contain 
an electronic tone ringer with an on-off control but
ton and are equipped with a N-type handset. 

2.02 Refer to Table A for component parts. 

3. MAINTENANCE 

3.01 No adjustments or wiring changes are to be 
performed on these sets on the customer's 

premises. 

3.02 When it is desired to return a set to Western 
Electric for repair, it should be packed using 

an appropriate protective packing material. 

HANDSET 

NlAl-58 

TABLE A 

COMPONENT PARTS 

HANDSET 
MTG HANDSET 

CORD 
CORD 

JACK 
CORD 

H4DU-58 616RB4 D4BU-29 

MTG 
CORD 
JACK 

652E2B 

NOTICE 
Not f:>r use or disclosure outside the 

Bell System except under written agreement 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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